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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME / / (1975), NUMBER 4 
Heuristic Methods of Construction 
of Sequential Questionnaire 
RADIM JIROUSEK 
The paper concerns a method for a rapid detection of unknown states. A tool for the detection 
is a sequential questionnaire, whose new definition along with heuristic methods of construction 
are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
A generally formulated problem is the following one: We look for an unknown 
state in which there is an object under observation. We suppose the knowledge of all 
alternative states {s;}"=i (n > 1) in which the object could occur. It is assumed 
that the determination of the unknown state could be done only through a set of 
observation functions {qj}'J= 1 (m > 0) which are defined in the set of states of the 
object. The observation functions will be called questions. Every question q e {<2;}7=i 
need not be defined for all alternative states. Thereby the question a is a partial 
mapping 
q:{Si}Ux-P{q), 
where P(q) is a finite set of values q(s). The subset of all questions qj for which qj(s) 
is defined is denoted by l(s). Therefore 
'(») s {«,}7-i • 
The equality in the previous inclusion holds iff (if and only if) qj(s) is defined for 
all j = 1 , . . . , m. In practice the set ({<2,}7=i — I(s)) includes all questions which are 
irrelevant to the state s, 
We assume that the set of states {sj}"=i and the set of questions {<Z;}J=i satisfy 
the following condition 
(1) 
(Vi, V e { 1 , . , . , n}; i * I') (3j 6 {1,.... m}) (qjel(st) n l(sr) & qfa) * qfa.)) . 
254 Satisfaction of this condition guarantees that the states {s ;}"=1 are distinguishable. 
Simplification in the used formulations is enabled by the following restrictions. 
We suppose, that each of the mentioned questions has exactly a different answers 
(a = 2). Thus \P(qj)\ = a for each,/ = 1, . . . , m (|A| denotes the number of elements 
of the set A). Moreover, we suppose, that the elements of P(q^) are arranged in 
sequence, and Q(qs; k)(k = 1, ..., a) denotes the fc-th element of the P(qj). 
In spite of this restriction, the following algorithm is applicable also if P(qj) have 
different numbers of elements for different j . 
This paper propounds an instrument as well as instructions for construction of it 
that enables to determinate the state of the observed object. The tool is a sequential 
questionnaire (further referred as questionnaire) defined according to [2] with 
supplementary mappings defined on its nodes. 
By a questionnaire we shall call an ordered quadruple (G, n, f, g) in which G 
is an orientated graph, V denotes the set of all nodes of G. The set of terminal, non-
terminal nodes is denoted by W, U respectively. G has to meet the following conditions: 
1) there are starts of a and only a edges in each the node ueU; 
2) only in one node u0eU there are no terminals of edges; u0 will be called the 
root; 
3) there is one and only one path from u0 to each node v e (V — {u0}) in the graph 
G; 
n is a function from Vinto <0, 1> which satisfy 
n(u) = £ i(c) 
veTd(u) 
(the definition of the symbol Td(u) is below). Since n(v) represents a probability 
of reaching the node v it holds n(u0) = 1 usually. 
j is a mapping assigning one state to each terminal node. 
a is a mapping assigning one question to each nonterminal node. 
For sets of nodes the following symbols are used: 
Td(u) = {v e V : there is an edge from u to v} for ueU , 
Tp(v) = {u e U : there is a path from u to v} for v e (V — {w0}) > 
Tp(uo) = 0, 
Tt(u) ={weW:ueTp(w)} for ueU, 
Tt(w) = {w} for we W. 
The average length L of a questionnaire reflects the average cost of answering -55 
the questionnaire (i.e. an average cost required to determine the state). It is defined 
by the relation: 
L=L(G,7iJ,g) = Yi9(u))n(u), 
usU 
where t(g(u)) describes the cost of answering the question which is assigned to the 
node u by the mapping g. 
Naturally, t(q^ > Oforj = 1, ..., m is assumed. If t(qj) = 1 for each j = 1, ..., m 
then the above introduced definition of the average length corresponds to the defini-
tion introduced in [2]. 
For each v e V, F(v) will denote the set of states 
F(v)= U {/(»}. 
weTtiv) 
Thus for terminal nodes vv, E(vv) = {j(vv)}. 
Example. Let us take 5 states sL, s2, s3, s4, s5 and 3 observation functions (ques-
tions) qt, q2, q3, each of which has a = 2 values. Let they be defined in the following 
way: 
qL(sL) undefined , qL(s2) = 1 , qL(s3) = 0 , 
q2(st) = 0 , 92(
s2) undefined , q2(
s
3) = 1 > 
<73(sj) = 0 , ^3(^2) = 1 > 43(^3) undefined , 
^i(s4) = 0 , qt(s5) = 1 , 
<5f2(s4) = 0 , q2(s5) = 1 , 
^3(^4) = 1 > q3(
ss) = 0 . 
Immediately it can be seen that the sets {sj}f=! and {qj}j= 1 satisfy the condition (1). 
An example of a questionnaire distinguishing these states is given in Fig. 1. In the 
Fig. 1. 
graph the circles mark the nonterminal nodes. The questions which are assigned to 
nonterminal nodes are written in the circles. In squares denoting terminal nodes there 
are written states which are assigned to those nodes by the mapping j . 
Let us consider a questionnaire (G, n, f, g). If we leave out the root u0 from the 
graph G we obtain a separated subgraphs Gfc (k = 1,..., a) of the graph G. Each 
of these subgraphs Gfc, together with mappings %,f and g (defined ony on the nodes 
of the subgraph Gfc), will be regared as a questionnaire* and will be described by 
(Gfc, n,f, g). These questionnaires (Gfc, it,/, g) will be called main subquestionnaires 
of the questionnaire (G, 7t, / , g). It is evident that 
(2) L(G, n, f, g) = £ <g(M)) 7r(«) = <g(u0)) + £ I(Gfc, «, / , g) . 
ueU k = l 
If we proceed in the same manner leaving out the roots from all subquestionnaires 
composed from more then one node, we obtain the set of all subquestionnaires 
of the questionnaire under observation. 
An algorithm presented in the next section yields all possible questionnaires which 
distinguish the set of states {s;}"= t using questions {<jy}7= 1 • Properties of the construct-
ed questionnaire strongly depend on the way in which the choice of the question 
(in step (vi) of the algorithm) is practised. The main property, we shall dealt with, 
is the value of the average length of the questionnaire which is to be minimize. One 
does not know an universal choosing rule whose application yields questionnaires 
with the minimal average length. There are two choosing rules presented in this 
paper. Both of this are advisable only under some additional conditions. Moreover, 
none of them guaranttee that the constructed questionnaire achieves the short est 
possible average length. 
Both presented choosing rules are based on the same heuristic thought. There 
are deduced lower bounds (expressions (4) and (12)) for an average length of any 
questionnaire solving the problem under observations. These lower bounds implicative 
depend on the choice of the question assigned to the root of the questionnaire. 
Such question is assigned to the root of the constructed questionnaire which mini-
mizes the respective lower bound. The assigning of a question to any other node 
of a graph is proceeded in the same way, as each nonterminal node may be conside-
as a root of some subquestionnaire. 
ALGORITHM 
We always assume, that the set of states {s,}"=1 and the set of questions {g,-}7=i 
fulfil the condition (1).. Questionnaires enabling to distinguish these states can be 
constructed according to the following simple algorithm: 
(i) Define the root u0 of a graph G and define F(u0) = {s;}"= t. Continue according 
to the step (ii). 
* If some subgraph Gk consists only of one node, we shall regard this subgraph with its respec-
tive mappings as a questionnaire although it does not comply with the definition. For these cases 
we shall define the average length as equal to 0. 
(ii) When there is a defined node to which no value of the mappings / or g has been 257 
assigned, continue according to the step (iii). Discontinue in the opposite case, 
(iii) Let v be a node complying with the condition sub (ii). 
If F(v)\ = 0, continue according to the step (iv). 
If F(v)\ = 1, continue according to the step (v). 
If F(v)\ > 1, continue according to the step (vi). 
(iv) Define f(v) = s, where s is an arbitrary element of F(u). u now denotes the 
node with an edge from u to v. Continue according to the step (ii). 
(v) Define f(v) = se F(v). Continue according to the step (ii). 
(vi) Define g(v) = q, where q is a question selected in some way from 
( U i } 7 - i - u {<?(«)})• 
ueTp(v) 
Define a new nodes vu ..., va and a edges from v to vu ...,vx of the graph G. 
Define the set 
F(vk) = {s : q(s) = o(q; k) or q $l(s)} n F(v) 
for each vk. Continue according to the step (ii). 
The constructed questionnaire is defined by the graph G and mappings fag 
which are step by step defined by the alfgorithm. The function n is not defined, 
nevertheless, its knowledge is necessary only for the exact specification of the average 
length of the questionnaire. If the knowledge of probabilities p(s,) of an occurence 
of the state s ; is assumed then it is possible to define the function n so as to fulfil 
the equality 
P(sd - I »(w) 
{w:/(w) = s,} 
for each state st. 
It is advisable to define n(w) = 0 for such terminal nodes w with assigned value 
of mapping / by the step (iv). 
The questionnaires obtained according to the preceding algorithm will be called 
questionnaires pertaining to the set of states {sj}"=1. 
Now the problem to be solved is: what method is to be used to select the questions 
from the set 
({«,}7-« - u {«(«)}) 
ueTp(v) 
in order to receive a questionnaire with the shortest possible average length. 
Remark. The auxiliary mapping F (v), which is gradually defined on the nodes 
of the graph G during construction of the questionnaire is joined with the formerly 
defined mapping F(v) by the relationship: 
F(v) # 0 -». F(v) = F(v) . 
-58 THE CHOICE OF A QUESTION BASED ON THE AMOUNT 
OF INFORMATION 
In this part we shall consider that t(qj) = 1 for every j = 1, ..., m. Therefore, 
according to [2], 
L = y > ( u ) = l > ( w ) r ( w ) , 
IIE(7 weW 
where r(w) denotes the length of the path from u0 to w. 
Since we suppose that there are a answers to every question there are also a edges 
which run out of every nonterminal node. From this it can be deduced that 
WEW 
According to this equality it is possible to use the well-known inequality* in the 
following calculation 
I = X n(w) r(w) = J - ( - £ n(w) log a ' ™ ) S> 
weW log a W6(T 
= r J - ( - Z < v v ) l o g < w ) ) = ^ . 
log a weir log a 
Since distribution n is defined so that 
P(sd = E Kw) 
{w:f(w)=Si} 
for each i = 1 , . . . , n, the following relations hold** 
-f>(s/)logp(s,) = II(p).§tfM 
; = i 
therefore 
(3) E B S W . 
log a 
This inequality has been deduced just under the condition that 
;= I 
and therefore also 
E*(w) = i . 
weW 
* Cf. e.g. lemma 1 of Chapter 2 in [1]. 
** Cf. e.g. lemma 4 of Chapter 1 in [1]. 
In order to be able to apply inequality (3) also to main subquestionnaires (Gk, n, f, g), 259 
it is necessary to consider the conditional distribution nk instead of distribution n. 
The conditional distribution is defined as it follows: 
nk(w) = n(w)j £ n(v) for w e Wk , 
veWk 
nk(w) = 0 for we(W- Wk), 
nk(u) = £
 nk(w) f ° r ueU, 
WBTC(U) 
where Wk denotes the subset of such nodes of W which are nodes of the graph Gk. 
In this case also 
L(Gk, n,f, g)l £ n(w) = L(Gk, nk,f, g) ^ H(nk)\\og a . 
weWk 
If the probability distribution pk is defined by the relation 
Pk(?i) = £ nk(w) 
{w:/(w)=s.) 
it also holds 
L(Gk,nk,f,g) = H(pk)lloga. 
From this point of view it is possible to deduce 
L(G, n,f,g)=l+ £ £ ( G t ) n,f,g)=l+ j]L(Gk, nk,f, g) £ n(w) = 
k = l fc=l weWk 
(4) =l+^~tH(pk)Yn(w). 
l 0 g a ( c = l weWk 
From the definition of the probability distribution pk it may be seen that pk(st) 
is a conditional probability of occurence of the state s, under the condition that the 
answer to the question q = g(u0) is g(q; k). 
In order to minimize the expression on the right side of the inequality (4), we 
select such a question which yields the smallest possible average value of the entropy 
of the conditional distribution. Proceeding in this way at every nonterminal node 
of the questionnaire we obtain the first founded algorithm. 
This often used algorithm (e.g. in [3]) usually gives good results. However, it may 
be used only under the condition that t(qj) = const for every question. Moreover, 
one cannot decide if there exists a questionnaire pertaining to the same group of 
states having a shorter average length. Also, there is no better estimate of difference 
between the average length of the constructed questionnaire, and the average length 
of the optimal questionnaire (the optimal questionnaire is a questionnaire pertaining 
to the given group of states with the shortest possible average length) than 
H(p)jlogaSLOPT^L(G,n,f,g), 
where LOPT denotes the average length of the optimal questionnaire. 
Remark. An example contained in the appendix of this paper exhibits that this 
algorithm may not yield the optimal questionnaire. 
COMPLETE GROUP OF STATES 
Since this moment we cease to suppose that t(qt) = const and another special 
case will be studied. 
Let us consider an ordered m-tuple 
(Ql>Q2>-->Qm)> 
where Qj denotes an arbitrary element of P(qj). So (QX, ...,Qm) is a complex of 
answers to all questions. 
We shall say that the complex of answers (QU ..., Qm) complies to the state s 
if for all j = 1 , . . . , m 
qjtl(s) or q/s)<-Qj. 
The group of states {s;}"= t is called complete if to all possible complexes of answers 
(Qi>--->Qm) there is a state s e { s ; } " = 1 with complying complex (QU..., Qm). The 
following theorem gives the way in which one can find whether the given group 
of states is complete. 
Theorem 1. Let {s,}"=1 and {a;}J=1 fulfil the condition (1). { s j " = 1 is complete iff 
(5) £-ri«*>i-i. 
i = i 
Proof . It is obvious that the number of different complexes of answers which 
comply to the state s is exactly <xm_|/(s)|. 
Since {s,}J=1 and {#/}
m
=1 fulfil the cindition (1), an arbitrary complex of answers 
complies to not more than one state s e {s,-}"=,. From this it follows that the number 
of all different complexes of answers which comply to some of the states {SJ}?= 1 
is equal to 
(6) ! « ' I-I/<«.)І 
Since the number of all possible different complexes of answers is am, it follows from 261 
condition (1) that 
(7) i > m - l ' ( ^ a m . 
i = 1 
According to the definition of complete group of states {«,}"=., this group fulfil 
the relation 
(8) £a"-l««.>l £ « » . 
i = i 
From the inequalities (7) and (8) it follows that for a complete group of states {s f}"= . 
the following equality is true 
I-" > _ i - | Л » . > | = 
í = i 
and the condition to be proved is obtained by dividing both sides of this equality 
by am. 
On the other hand, let the equality (5) be valid. Hence also the above equality is 
valid. As condition (1) is fulfilled, for am different complexes of answers (Q¥\ ..., Q™) 
(k = 1 , . . . , am) there exists a state se{s ,}J= 1 to which the complex (pf*, ..., Q^) 
complies. Since the number of all possible different complexes of answers is am, it 
was proved that for each complex (QU ..., Qm) there is a state se{s,-}"=1 to which 
the complex (QU ..., Qm) complies. Thus the validity of the other side of the proved 
equivalence was confirmed. Q.E.D. 
The choosing rule, which will be described below, is based on the property con-
tained in Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2. The following implication is valid for every questionnaire pertaining 
to the complete group of states: 
qjel(f(W))=>(BueTp(W))(g(u) = qj). 
Proof . Let us consider an arbitrary complex of answers (QU ..., Qm) complying 
to the state /(w). Let us defined the complex of answers (QU ..., Qm) as follows: 
Define Q} # QS arbitrarily. For each fc # j for which there exists v e Tp(w) such 
that qk = g(v) and simultaneously 
R(v) = F(v') n {s : qj e l(s)} * 0 where v' e (Tp(w) u {w}) n Td(v) 
define Qk = qk(s) for some s e R(v) (according to the algorithm it is obvious that 
Qk(s) = <lk(s') for s, s' e R(v)). In all the other cases define Qk arbitrarily. 
Henceforth let s denotes the state f(w) and s that state from {s ;}"=1 to which the 
complex (gt, ..., Qm) complies. Since it is assumed that qj-el(s) it is obvious that 
the states s and s are different. 
From the definition of (gt, ..., g,„) and from the way of defining the sets F(u) 
by the algorithm, the following can be deduced. If s, s e F(u), g(u) # qs then for 
v e Td(u) n ( T » u {w}) 
s e F(v) o s e F(v). 
Let us assume that qj $ \J {g(v)}. The terminal node is defined by the algorithm 
veTp(w) 
iff \F(w)\ = 1 or 0. However, \F(v)\ ¥= 1 according to the fact that from s = f(w) e 
e F(w) it follows that s e F(w), and, hence, \F(w)\ = 2. Neither the other possibility 
|F(vv)| = 0 may occur. Since it is assumed that {s,}"=1 is complete, for no node v 
of the graph constructed by the algorithm can be F(v) = 0. By this contradiction 
the proof is accomplished. Q. E. D. 
Using Theorem 2 we shall estimate the average length of a questionnaire which is 
pertaining to the complete group of states {s;}"= t so that the estimate would not 
include the need for function n. 
L(G,K,fg) = ^t(g(u))n(u) = Ytt(g(u)) £ n(w) . 
ueU ueU weT t(u) 
Let us denote 
T(u) = T,(u)n{w:g(u)el(f(w))}, 
T,(u)=T,(u)n{w:g(u)$l(f(w))}. 
Thus 
Ľ(G, n,f, g) = £ t(g(u)) £ n(w) + £ t(g(u)) £ тг(vv) = Et + E2 . 
uєU wєT(u) uєU wєT,(u) 
Each of these two expressions will be estimated separately. 
It is obvious that in the expression E2 it will suffice to add only the terms pertain­
ing to the nodes for which T*(w) ¥= 0, or, nodes from the set 
(10) U* = {ueU: g(u) $ fl %•)} • 
Si<=F(u) 
Since t(qj) > 0 is assumed for all j = 1, ..., m and n(w) = 0, the following in-
equality is valid for all U\ = U*. 
E2 = Zt(g(u)) £ n(w). 
tteU, weT.(u) 
In order to eliminate the function n and replace it by the probability of occurence 
of the states p(s;), the subset Ut has to meet the condition 
(11) u e Ut => (w e T,(u) & w' $ T,(u) => f(w) -* f(w')) . 
This condition can be verbally expressed in the following way: 
If the state f(w) = s is assigned to a terminal node w e Tt(u), then all nodes to 
which the state s is assigned by the mapping / belong to the set Tt(u). 
For such subsets Ut the following equality is valid 
Yt(g(u)) E <w) = It(a(u)) I p(s), 
ueU, wsT,(u) usUy SieF*(u) 
where F*(u) = F(u) n {s : g(u) <£l(s)}. Hence 
E2^Yig(u)) I P(S). 
ueU, t,eF*(u) 
The expression Et will be calculated easily. 
Et = lt(g(u)) E <w) = E<w)Et(5(")), 
•rel/ weT(u) WEIC U 
where the last sum is over the set Tp(w) n {u : O(M) e/(/(w))}. Since, according to 
Theorem 2. 
\Tp(w)\ = \l(f(w))\ 
and, according to the algorithm, one question may be assigned at most to one node 
from Tp(w), it is valid 
Ei=Zn(w) E .(?,)-= 
weW 9 jeX(/(w)) 
= E E M E <(^ = EPO0 E %,)• 
i = l {w:/(w) = Si} qjEl(f(w)) i = l «je/(S i) 
Thus, if Ut meets the condition (11) we get 
(12) r ^ E K s . ) E <<?,-)+ E <(>(")) E KsO-
i = l ajE/(Si) ueC/, S igF,(u) 
CHOOSING RULE 
Let us consider a node w, to which we are to assign a question 
qe({lj}7=i- U {»(»)}) = N(M) 
veTp(u) 
according to step (v i) of the algorithm. When 
M(u) = ( П I(s,) - U {»(»)}) ?- 0 
s,єŕ<<0 кєT^u) 
264 we can define g(u) = q e M(u) arbitrarily. If M(u) = 0, then to each question q e N(u) 
we compute the value 
C(q)~t(q)Zp(st), 
where the last sum is over the s ; e F(u) n {s : q $l(s)}. Finally we define g(u) 
equal to such q e N(u) for which the value C(q) is minimal. 
THE PROPERTIES OF THE CHOOSING RULE 
We shall now study the properties of the questionnaires which have been con-
structed by the algorithm using the choosing rule. We continue to assume that the 
set of states {s,-}"=1 is complete under the given set of questions {«2j}™=i-
Let us consider the set U* of nonterminal nodes of questionnaire which is defined 
U* = {u e U* : Tp(u) n U* = 0} , 
where U* describes the set which was defined earlier by (10). Thus, U* is a set 
of those nodes u of U* for which there is no node from Tp(u) which is simultaneously 
inU*. 
Theorem 3. Let (G, %,f, g) be a questionnaire constructed by the algorithm using 
the choosing rule. If (G, n,f, g) is an arbitrary questionnaire pertaining to the 
same complete set of states {s ;}"= 1 , then it is valid 
L(G,n,f,g)^ip(si) £ t(q}) + £ t(g(u)) £ p(st). 
i = l qjeHs,) ueV*i SfeF.(u) 
Proof. Throughout this proof we shall denote all elements of the questionnaire 
(G, n, f, g) in the usual way and analogical symbols pertaining to the questionnaire 
(G, n,f, g) will be differentiated by a bar (e.g. G, u0). 
First, we shall find a mapping Jt from U* into U* having important properties. 
This mapping enables us to accomplish the proof. 
Let us consider an arbitrary node u e U*. It will be shown that there exists a node 
u e U*, so that 
(14) f(w) e F(u) =>we T,(u) 
and simultaneously 
(15) g(u)$ U {g(v)}. 
veTp(u) 
This u will be defined as a value of the mapping M(u). 
Let us consider an arbitrary state s e F(u). There is at least one terminal node -65 
w eWof the graph G for which J(w) = s. Let us denote the path from u0 to w 
u0, u1,u2, . . . ,u , = w . 
Now it will be shown that if the condition (14) is valid for a uk $ U* then 
g(uk)e U {9(v)}. 
veTp(u) 
Let uk <£ U* fulfils the condition (14). From uk£U follows that 
g(uk)s fl /(s,.)E 0 I(s«). 
SieF(fifc) SiEF(a) 
The last relation is deduced from the validity of 
F(u) = F(uk) 
for uk which fulfils the condition (14). Since u e U* e U*, then 
( n /(*,) - u {5(»)}) = 0 
SieF(u) VETP(U) 
and therefore there isve Tp(u) for which g(v) = g(iik). 
Let i7fc fulfil the condition (14). If 
(16) qj = g(ak) e U {g(v)} 
veTp(u) 
then there are only such states s ; in F(u), for which 
«XsO = «X/(w)). 
In the graph G all terminal nodes to which there are assigned states from F(u) are 
located behind the node uk according to the condition (14). From condition (16) all 
states (and only these states) st e F(iik) for which 
qj$l(st) or a/s;) = qj(f(w)) 
are from the set F(uk + 1). That is why all terminal nodes with assigned states from 
F(u) are located in the graph G behind ths node uk+1. In this way, the condition (14) 
is also fulfilled for the node uk+1. Thus it was shown that if (14) and (16) are fulfilled 
for uk then (14) is fulfilled also for uk+1. 
The proof, that there is a node u s {uk}'k=0 n U* fulfilling the conditions (14) and 
(15) will be performed by a contraversy. 
It is obvious that the root u0 fulfils the condition (14). Since we suppose that 
w0£U* or g(u0)e fl {g(v)} 
v<=Tp(u) 
-66 the condition (14) is fulfilled also for «i according to the foregoing part of the proof. 
In this way the process may be continued untill it is proved that the condition (14) 
is fulfilled also for u, = w, which is in contradiction to 
1 = \F(w)\ < \F(u)\ 
because from (14) it also follows that F(w) a F(u). 
Thus we can define the mapping Ji from U* into U* so that Jt(u) = u fulfils the 
conditions (14) and (15) for u e U*. 
Unfortunately, the set of nodes 
i W ) r { 4 ) U , « = U* 
need not fulfil the condition (ll) and therefore the estimate (12) may not be used. 
However, according to (14) the set Ji(U*) fulfils the condition: 
u e Ut => (w e Tt(Jt(u)) n {w :f(w) e F(u)} ; w' $ Tt(J/(u)) => f(w) / f(w')) . 
Therefore the expression 
^-s#)) i m 
usU* wer,(5) 
is not less than 
(17) X < ^ ( « ) ) ) I * ( w ) , 
uel/,* w 
where the second sum is for 
vv e Tt(M(u)) n {w : g(Jt(u))il(f(w))} n {w :f(w) e F(u)} . 
From the validity of the condition (14) for nodes Jt(u) (u e U*) it follows that 
Tt(Jt(u))^{w:f(w)eF(u)} 
and therefore the sum (17) is equal to 
Zt(g(Ji(u)))YP(sd, 
ueUi* St 
where the last sum is over the set F(u) n {s : g(J?(u)) $ l(s)} . 
Using the choosing rule, to each node u e U* such a question g(u) is assigned for 
which 
Í9(u)) I Pis,) 
SÍEF.(U) 
is of the minimal value. Thus 
(18) B » è I < W - ) ) I P(-|), 
ael/i* Si6F.(w) 
Since the value of the expressions E1 is identical for both the questionnaires (G, n,f, g) 267 
and (G, n, f, g), 
fii-t*-.) I <4j) 
> = 1 qjeHsO 
the proof is accomplished by adding the expression £ t to both sides of the inequality 
(18). Q.E.D. 
If Uj = U* = U* then the equality is valid in the relation (12) and the following 
corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3. 
Corollary. / / U* = U* for the questionnaire (G, n, f, g) constructed by the algo-
rithm using the choosing rule, then (G, n,f, g) is optimal. 
According to Theorem 3 it is possible to obtain an upper bound of the difference 
between the average length of questionnaire constructed by means of choosing rule, 
and the average length of the optimal questionnaire. The corollary of this theorem 
provides a sufficient (though unnecessary) condition of the optimality of the construc-
ted questionnaire. Another interesting property is expressed by the theorem given 
below. 
Theorem 4. Provided there exists a questionnaire pertaining to the complete set 
of states {s ;}"= 1 (assuming that { s j " = 1 and {a;}"'=i fulfil the condition (l)), so that 
E-tri*.) L fa) 
i = l qjal(s,) 
then the questionnaire constructed by the algorithm using the choosing rule is 
optimal. 
Proof . To prove this theorem it will suffice to show that for the constructed 
questionnaire U* = 0 and therefore E2 = 0. 
The proof will be performed in the way of coming to a contradictory. Let us 
consider an arbitrary u e U*. According to the definition of U* 
(19) PI I(si) - U {g(v)} = 0 • 
Sj(=F(u) i>erp(u) 
Let US denote by (G , ~, j , g) the questionnaire pertaining to the same set of states 
to which 
L(G,nJ,g)= £ p(Si) £ <„). 
;=1 qjelis,) 
From the estimate (12) follows that U* = 0, under the condition that t(q}) > 0 
and p(s;) > 0 for all j and i. 
268 Let us consider w e Wsuch thatj(w) e F(u) and the path 
u0,uu ...,ut = w . 
If U* = 0 then 
g(uk)e n I(st) 
S j _F(. k ) 
forfe = 0, ..., t - 1. 
It will be proved that 
F(uk) = F(u)=.F(uk + 1)mF(u) 
forfe = 0,..., t - 1. 
Provided that F(uk) a F(u) and t7* = 0 it follows that 
and according to (19) 
g(uk) e n i(st) s n I(sO 
SisF(uk) SieF(u) 
| ( U j t ) 6 и {_-(»)}. 
геГр(«) 
By similar consideration as was adopted in the proof of Theorem 3 it is possible to 
obtain F(uk+1) a F(u). It is obvious that F(u0) a F(u) and, therefore, by the in­
duction 
F(ut) = F(w) a F(u) 
which is again a contradiction to |E(u)| > 1. Q. E. D. 
APPENDIX 
The procedure for the construction of questionnaires will be now illustrated by. an 
example. 
Let us consider the set of states {s,-}?_i and the set of questions {<Zj}y=i which are 
defined as follows: 
__(sa) undefined , q2(st) undefined, a3(st) = 1 , a4(si) = 1 , 
<Zi(s2) = 1 > _2(s2) undefined , q3(s2) = 0 , <5f4(s2) undefined , 
aj(s3) undefined , a2(s3) = 1 , ^3^3) = 0 > <_4(
s3) undefined , 
ai(s4) = 1 , a2(s4) undefined , a3(s4) = 1 , a4(s4) = 0 . 
Therefore in this example a = 2. It may be seen that the states s 2 and s 3 do not meet 
the condition (1). For that reason we shall define other new states s 2 3, s 2 _ 3 and s 3 _ 2 
in the following way 
<2i(s23) = 1 , q2(s23) = 1 , «3(s23) = 0 , 
<7i(s2-3) = 1 , q2(s2-3) = 0 , q3(s2_3) = 0 , 
910*3-2) = 0 , o2(s3_2) = l , ?3(s3_2) = 0 , 
q4 is not defined for each of these states. 
The state s23 meets the reality that the observated object is at the state s2 and 
s3 simultaneously. The state s2_3 , s3_2 indicates that the object is only at the state 
s2, s3 respectively. 
Let probabilities of occurence of states be 
K s i ) = P(s*) = ° ' 4 • K s23) = 0-1 , p(s2_3) = p(s3_2) = 0-05 . 
Let us suppose that the costs of answering the considered questions are equal in order 
to enable illustration of both the manners of choosing of questions. Therefore let 
t(qj) = 1 for all;'. 
If we want to assign a question to a root of a questionnaire by the method based 
on an enumeration of the value of information we have to enumerate values of the 
expression on the right side of the inequality (4) for each question qJt j = 1, ..., 4. 
These values (with the exception of an additive and nonnegative multiplicative 
constants) are contained in Table 1. Thus the question qA is assigned to the root 
of the graph G. If we proceed according to the algorithm, we obtain the questionnaire 
shown in Fig. 2 whose average length is L = 2-35. 
Question 
The value of the expression 
Z ff(Pk) S »("-) 





If we use the choosing rule for the construction of a questionnaire, we assign the 
question q3 to the root of the graph G because 
M(u0) = /(s.) n I(s23) n /(s2_3) n /(s3_2) n 7(s4) = {q3} . 
Let us define nodes ut and u2 and sets 
^ ( « l ) = {S2 3 , «2-3> S3-2} » F(U2) = {s i , S4} 
270 and according to the algorithm we obtain the questionnaire shown in Fig. 3 whose 
average length is L = 2-15 
Remark. During the counting the conditional probabilities we assumed that 
p(s = s, | qj(s) = 0) = p(s = s, | qj(s) = l) = ip(st) 
when qj $ l(si). 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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